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Separate Scaled Scores for Learning Objectives - Separate scaled scores can now be applied to
individual learning objectives.
Cancel Reports - The ability to cancel reports during generation was added.
Response Similarities Report Updates - The Response Similarities Report was updated to make
it easier to read.
Test Analysis Report - A Test Analysis report was added to provide a quick overview and point
out red flags in a test, such as questions where a distractor is chosen more than the correct
answer, students showing very strong comparisons of correct/incorrect answers, and test
questions with a poor correlation.
Crosstab Report Update - The Crosstab report was updated to make it easier to select questions,
particularly if you want to use the same question repeatedly (you only have to select it once).
Reformatted Student Response Report - The averages were relocated to the beginning of the
Student Response Report so that they are more readily visible.
Class Frequency Report Update - A new Graph Data property was added to the Class Frequency
Distribution Report, allowing the graph graphs to display student percent scores rather than the
grade scale.
Condensed Item Analysis Report - When including missing values in the Condensed Item
Analysis report, if a table does not have any missing values, but the table across from it does, the
table without the missing values will use white space instead of a count of 0.
Updated Confidence Intervals - The Confidence Intervals were updated on the Test Statistics
and Item Statistics report to enhance clarity.
Blanks Removed from Selection Windows - When running a report that has a criteria selection
window, questions with no answers (all blanks) are not shown, making it easier to select criteria.
Include Answer Key Option in Export - The ability to include the answer key was added to the
numeric and textual data export formats in Remark Quick Stats.
Always Exclude Answer Key in Custom Gradebook Export - Added the ability to always
exclude the answer key when exporting grades to the Custom Gradebook format.
Include Blanks with Incorrect - The ability to include blank responses with incorrect responses
was added to when exporting to the numeric and textual file formats in Remark Quick Stats.
Blackboard Added To Automation Options - The Blackboard format was added as an option
for exporting grades when setting up an Automation file.
Moodle Export - The Moodle gradebook format was added for exporting grades.
Canvas Export - The Canvas gradebook format was added for exporting grades.
Sakai Export - The Sakai gradebook export was added for exporting grades.
Skip Review on All Blank Questions - Review Exceptions was updated to allow you to skip
questions that only contain blank answers (i.e. the question was not used on the form).
Custom Row Height - The ability to customize the height of the data grid rows was added.
Custom Text Export Update - The Custom Text format received an overhaul, making it easier to
use. In addition, it creates a new template matching your updated file format so that the newly
formatted data can easily be analyzed in Remark Quick Stats.




OCR Failover - If the Primary OCR type can't detect a region's text, Remark Office OMR
automatically reads it again using the Legacy OCR option (without user interaction).
Suggest a Feature - A Suggest a Feature option was added to the Help menu to make it easier
for customers to suggest new features or product enhancements.

Bug Fixes








Server Mode Update - Server mode now waits until a file is available for exclusive access before
attempting to process it.
Unicode Encoding - CSV and TXT files now use Unicode encoding (instead of ASCII).
Check for Updates - A number of new enhancements were made to the check for updates
feature in order to make the updating process even easier for users.
ExamSoft Update - The ExamSoft format now prompts for a Test Version ID even if a Student ID
region has already been provided.
Opening RMX Files - A problem was fixed where certain RMX format files would not open if they
contained non-ASCII characters.
Import Grade Scales - A problem was fixed where grade scale files did not import correctly.
Comparative Item Report - A problem was fixed where NA answer choices were being included
in the report even when set to exclude in the Preferences.
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